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Up Coming Events
Wogs ‘n Frogs car display
Date:
Venue:
Dinner:
RSVP:

Saturday 9th November, 2013?
Display at Royal Park, Park St, Off Paterson St, Launceston
Pierre’s Restaurant, 88 George St, Launceston
Colin Fuller; vk7zcf@iinet.net.au 6382 1245

FCCT Annual Christmas Lunch
Date:
Venue:
RSVP:

Saturday, 7th December, 2013
The Stables, High St, Oatlands,
Febey@internode.on.net 62781956

Doddridge, Sutherland, Mortimer Memorial Car Run
Date:
Venue:
RSVP:

To Be Advised
Car Run to Strathgordon & Lunch at Strathgordon Chalet
Febey@internode.on.net 62781956

Shannon’s Displays http://www.shannons.com.au/
“Take Your Tops Off For Breast Cancer Research:” Sat 26th October, Parliament House
Lawns, Hobart – and - “Classic Car Charity Run,” Sun 1st Dec., Campbell Town.
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A Few Words from the
President...
Not much has been happening in my
shed on the car front over the past 3
months!
I’ve been busy with working interstate
and with baby Cody at the hospital.
Because I have been spending lots of time sitting in airport lounges and hospital wards,
I’ve had plenty of time to do lots of reading to pass the time. Some books I have been
reading are by Roy Smith; titles are as follows;
Alpine & Renault; the Sports Prototypes Vol. 1 1963 to1969
Alpine & Renault; “
“
“
Vol. 2 1973 to 1978
Alpine & Renault; the Development of the Revolutionary Turbo F1 Car 1968 to1979
These books are a great read. Within the pages you will experience the passion and
dedication for racing via interviews with the men involved over many long hard years,
countless innovations; the advent of radial and slick tyres, successes and failures, all
illustrated with dramatic period photographs. If you are an Alpine or a Renault enthusiast
you will enjoy the history contained in these books.
The Alpine goes on display at the National Automobile Museum in Launceston for the
next 3 months as part of their Viva Le France Exhibition as a static display. You can check
it at this link; http://www.namt.com.au/la_france_t1.html, so unfortunately, there will be no
progress on the Alpine for the next 3 months!
Don’t forget the club’s Facebook page; www.facebook.com.au. Its’ somewhere you can
see club activity posted in pictures after most events, so keep an eye on it. Its great
members like Bob Donaghue let us post their recent trip pics, thanks Bob! You can use
the Gmail address; frenchcarclubtas@gmail.com to contact the committee, although it
seems like only Georgie Addison replies! Thanks Georgie for setting it up. We need to use
this new technology, but Google sure isn’t perfect!
As we have now had our AGM, I also take this opportunity to thank the committee for all
their hard work over the past 12 months, and also to welcome the new committee, which
is basically the same as last year, but also includes Peter Davson-Galle, thanks Peter!
As always drive safely and will see everyone at one of our many Up Coming Events either
before or after Christmas.
Cheers, Col.
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Bastille Day 2013

Saturday 13th July, 2013

It was the Citroen Car Club of Tasmania’s turn this year to organise the display and the
weather was perfect. The conditions were probably the best in recent years; slightly cold,
no rain and plenty of sun. A rare 1920’s French classic joined us courtesy of new members
Anne and Randall Gray. Their Type D, Le Zebre, a fairly new acquisition that requires
further work was trailored up from their home at Lucaston especially for the event. A day
noted for much convivial French car torque among enthusiasts of both clubs, and also
around the dinner tables at the Duke of Wellington. Although a few less cars made the

(Above: 1920 style Le Zebre motoring!

Below: Much admired on Bastille Day)
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display this year attendance from both clubs was good. Renault Hobart provided a lovely brand
new Megane 286 and Koleos FWD and many passers-by joined in the festival like atmosphere
completing nomination forms for the people’s choice award. Around 1pm Mike Barratt, President
and Bauke Meijer, Secretary of CCCT announced the 2013 winners; The Best Peugeot went to a
finely restored Peugeot 504 by Gerry Mullock; Best Renault went to a superbly restored Renault
10 owned by John Knibbe and Best Citroen was a highly polished 2CV owned by Garry and
Martine Kerr (this vehicle featured in an article the next day in the Sunday Tasmanian along with
a few familiar FCCT faces!) The Gray’s beautiful and rare Type D, Le Zebre didn’t miss out,
winning a prize too. Many thanks Shannon’s & Bob Jane T Mart of Hobart for the prizes!

(Above: From left; Rip Shield’s Renault Laguna, a brand new Megane 286 courtesy of Renault Hobart,
Col Fuller’s R12 & Alex Damon’s Renault Caravelle.)

(Above: A celebration of Citroen’s; the spotless 2CV owned by Garry & Martine Kerr.)
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(Above: A parade of Peugeot’s starring Gerry Mullock’s finely restored 504,
third from left).

(Above: John Knibbe’s hard work restoring his R10 awarded him Best Renault.)
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Joint run to Miena with CCCT Sunday 18th August, 2013
Despite Tasmania-wide wild weather warnings forecast by BOM that week end the
weather was calm travelling up from Hobart. Sure, it was cold, but no snow falls (darn)
were visible nor were there down pours (thankfully) on the totally sealed road trip. Club
President Col Fuller reported minor flooding on the Golden Valley Road travelling via
Deloraine from Launceston. Bob Donaghue snapped snow (below) travelling to Miena
after a Saturday night ‘Spirit of Tasmania’ crossing from Melbourne at the end of a long
trip traversing Australia. I don’t know what the return North West Coast or Launceston
journeys were like, but conditions outside the Hotel after the meeting were wild, wet and
windy. We southerners were surprised when the sun came out on the trip home.

(Above: Snow! Back in Tas. after Bob Donaghue’s outback adventures)
While it was unfortunate weather forecast and road conditions seemed to deter members
with older and newer marques, quite a few from both clubs; 10 from FCCT and 12 from
CCCT did brave the elements to get to this event.
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The atmosphere inside the Great Lakes Hotel was very cordial seated around one long
table in front of a roaring log fire. It was good to see our hosts Bauke Meijer & Mike
Barratt and other members of CCCT. An entertaining afternoon was spent at the pub!

(Above: French marques endured the cold whilst owners kept warm at Miena)

Bob Donaghue, fresh from his PCCV East-West Cairns to Busselton trip put on a slide
show of pictures of his travels on a pc. Check them out on FCCT Facebook page;
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.422309467883535.1073741829.138067886307696&ty
pe=3 Bertrand Cadart brought photos from a sale he attended in Queensland of two rare
1970’s Matra Bagheeras.

(Above: Not the exact car Bertrand snapped, but the 1970 Matra Simca Bagheera has 3
front seats. Source: http://www.matrabagheera.com/storiae.htm)
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As if that wasn’t enough, Tim Walters of CCCT – the man with the lovely white Light 15
‘Daisy,’ provided more entertainment with a quiz on French Car Facts proving the
proverb “whilst love is one thing, knowledge is another!” Tim’s report on his success with
converting an older marque to power steering is in this issue – thanks Tim.
Damien Febey.

AGM Kates Berry Farm, Swansea on Election Day;

Saturday, 7th September, 2013

A decision was made to hold the AGM this year on the East Coast at Kate’s Berry Farm to
take advantage of (hopefully) better weather. After carefully selecting a date to avoid the
upcoming Federal election; the Election Day was changed to date of our meeting!
Undaunted, we pressed on. Attendees had the options of; a postal vote, voting before
heading to Swansea, or an absentee vote when they got to Swansea.

(Above: The views at Kate’s Berry Farm; Below: The meeting was held in the recently extended shop.)
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Kate opened her farm especially for us, so we had the place and the views to ourselves!
Later lunch was served on the verandah overlooking the panorama of the Hazards as light
rain fell despite extremely clear blue skies! On the menu were delicious lamb, beef or
chicken ‘pot pies’ followed by a dessert Kate called ‘Humbleberry Pie,’ which was given
the thumbs up, and a wide choice of ice-creams made with the farm’s berries.
There was a good attendance with most members arriving in recent models, though a
couple brought their “classic” cars. More information about the AGM is in the back of this
issue; the Minutes, President’s & Treasurer’s reports and outcome of “our“ own election.
Lisa Febey.

CCCT invitation to Free Reformed Church Organ Recital,
Saturday, 14th September 2013
After the recent trip to Miena with the CCCT, Bauke Meijer invited members of both car
clubs to the Free Reformed Church in Launceston to look at a rare timber pipe organ and
listen to a recital by its builder; his father Hans Meijer. Hans runs a business restoring and
building pipe organs and tuning organs and pianos. Once again, there were good
numbers with nine from our club and about dozen from CCCT.
It goes to show joint events work well, boosting our club attendance. Hans’s presentation
on how a pipe organ works and how he constructed it was extremely interesting for all
those who attended. He also gave a musical recital showing the wide range of sounds the
amazing instrument makes. Many thanks to Bauke for “organ”-ising the event and to
Hans for giving it a ‘whirl’!
Afterwards, everyone lunched at Morty’s and then toured the National Automobile
Museum where Peter Davson-Galle kindly negotiated discounted entry fees for FCCT &
CCCT members. An immaculate R8 Gordini and Delage D6-70 were among cars in the
“Vive le France” display that was about to be set up.
Here is Peter’s report about this ‘not to be missed’ display.
Damien Febey

“Vivre Le France” Exhibition, NAM T mid Sept- mid Dec.
Of possible interest to members is the Launceston-based National Automobile Museum of
Tasmania’s focus on French cars from mid September to mid December, 2013. Centrepiece
of the themed display is a 1936 Delage D6-70 which, although originally Chapron bodied,
was rebodied in the ‘80s with a meticulously exact replica of a gloriously swoopy period
Figoni & Falaschi open two seater body.
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(Above: 1936 Delage D6-70 on display at NAMT until mid December, 2013.)

Three Citroens are featured. Paired are a D-Special example of the iconic DS/ID series &
its successor, the CX. Featuring also is one of the oldest (1950) known examples of the
corrugated-sided H-van. Unlikely as a commercial van might seem as a candidate, the
quirkily attractive H-van is also becoming as iconic a member of the Citroen pantheon as
the DS & 2CV.

(Above: Among the vehicles on display is a unique Citroen H Van, circa 1950.)

Peugeot is represented by a beautiful example of the Pininfarina designed 404. This car
among others, helped give Peugeot its reputation for solid and reliable vehicles. Finally,
there are three rare sporting derivatives of the Renault R8; an R1135 R8 Gordini, an Alpine
A110 &, a bit less derivatively, a Matra Sports Djet. The last of these is rare, being the only
example known to still be in Australia. Apart from the focus on French cars, the rest of the
museum's display ranges from veteran cars (including a Renault), to muscle cars; Italian
exotics and examples of Britain's sports car heritage (including a 30’s Riley Imp).
If you live in Tasmania, or are visiting, I thoroughly recommend a visit!
http://www.namt.com.au/la_france_t1.html
Peter Davson-Galle
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Frogs’ IN Focus
Here, we welcome; a recounted tale from FCCT member Mike
McNeair about his first long, lost (classic) love and from CCCT
member Tim Waters instructions on how a classic (if it didn’t get
away) can (with technical know-how) be enjoyed even more!

My First Car: 1956-7
1924 Peugeot 175L Sports
Yes, it was a Peugeot, type 175L SPORTS, built in 1924; a right hand drive. The engine
was a four cylinder and of 3 litre capacity. The bore was 85mm and the stroke 125mm.
The head was cast iron, as was the cylinder block which was bolted to the cast alloy crank
case and engine mounts of one casting. The carburettor was an updraft Zenith, bolted to a
brass nickel plated water heated manifold. Fuel was drawn from the rear tank by a
vacuum device operated from the manifold.
A single plate clutch was inside a large flywheel which had a ring gear for the starter
motor. The starter motor was S.E.V. and its solenoid was built into it, and all 12 volt, with
two 6 volt batteries; one either side of the diff. The generator was driven by a shaft, not a
belt. Ignition was by S.E.V magneto and this cost me a week’s wages to be rewound in
Melbourne, and a beautiful piece of equipment. The head was of cross flow design in the
right side and out the left side exhaust.
There were three doors. The driver got in from the left side because the spare wheel and
hand brake was on the outside of the driver. The four speed gear lever was beside the
driver’s right knee. The facia had a clock and Speedo and ammeter mounted in a beautiful
aluminium feature which also had a small brass button to operate the starter motor. The
fire wall between engine and passenger area was a sheet of alloy which was patterned on
both sides. On the back of the front seat was a full width compartment made of wood
parquetry.
The wheels were 23 x 440 (23 inches) and the tyres were quite narrow. The spoke wheels
were fitted to the car by a spline and a very large nut (quick change). Each wheel had a
brake drum; 18 inch diameter and the front brake lining was 1.5 inches wide and the rear
lining 3 inches wide (we have learnt a little since then.
I met a fellow in Campbell Town a few years ago who was in a Rolls Royce of 1924
vintage. It had no brakes on the front wheels and he said it was a pig to drive because of
this. He couldn’t really drive it in modern traffic. So I’ll say no more. One other feature
was a full width sun visor (green) which was missing when I last saw the car.
Now, how did I come to own this car? A mate, who became a good friend, bought the car
from East Devonport when it had been left under large pine trees. The canvas roof was all
The Rampant Frog – the newsletter of the French Car Club of Tasmania Inc.
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missing; the carburettor was a Stromberg because the Zenith was not a goer. So he sold it
to me for 25 pounds ($50). I built a temporary roof over it, went to the Vauxhall agent and
got a new main jet for the Zenith carb and put it on so all was good. I cleaned it and got it
ready for a new coat of paint.
I registered it and drove it from our farm at Gawler to work in Ulverstone for some
months with no license. One lunch time my mother brought the family Vauxhall to town
so I could go for a license. So over to the Police Station I went with a work mate.
Constable Vince Downs said to me; “What can I do for you?” I said “I want to have a
driving test.” He said “Haven’t you got a license?” “No.” I said. He said “Many is the
three quid and costs you could have copped!” He then said “Not much point taking you
for a test! Just go around the block.” Which we did and then I had to borrow 10 bob ($1)
from my work mate to pay for the license.
So that was that. Looking back, what a risk I took. If I had hit a vehicle or a person, I
shudder to think. It’s called risk management, now I believe! Sometime later the thrust
bearing (throw out) of the clutch disintegrated and it took some months to get something
that could do the job. All our bearings were imperial and nothing seemed to be metric. So
we sleeved one that was fairly close. It worked fine. I drove it to and from work for 12
months or so and then sold it for 125 pounds ($250). I then bought a Citroen Light 15 that
needed another engine and that was acquired from Melbourne.
The car is now owned by two brothers who amazingly live at Gawler. I spoke to one of
them a few years ago and he told me the cylinder block was rusted through and they
needed to have it sleeved. I have no idea if it has been done. At the time, I asked if we as
a club could call in and see the car. Unfortunately, he said “no!” However, it is in a large
shed out of the weather, so that’s good.
There is another car of this type owned by a certain flash Flanagan who lives in Canberra.
I have a photo of his car. He told me he had turned down an offer of US$100,000 some
years ago. He also told me of another car in the UK. So, we have a very rare car in the
State and I sold it! Drat!
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(Above: This rare Peugeot 175L Sports was Mike McNeair’s first love!)

(Above & Below: 3 litre, 4 cylinder cast iron head & block & alloy crankcase.)
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Power Steering for the Traction
I am the happy owner of a 1951 Slough-built Light 15. Indeed, I have owned it for some 13
years now - which is a record for me. Although it gets a frequent outing, I have always
hesitated to take it through the city, as its steering is very heavy, it has a large turningcircle and one does not simply do a quick reverse park when driving around looking for a
spot. In fact, city driving is just plain unpleasant. At one stage, I toyed with the idea of
fitting conventional hydraulic power steering (ex. Torana gear with a pump from Repco),
but finding the room and drive for the pump was a problem, so it never got advanced.
And then we learn that the Dutch have developed the EZ Electric Power Steering unit,
which can be fitted to most old cars, and there was a kit for the Traction. The system
involves a computer-controlled electric motor which, through a sophisticated sensing
system, provides assistance to turn the steering shaft in the direction dictated by micromovement of the steering wheel. It is just plain clever. The level of assistance can be
dialled up with a controller mounted on the dashboard.
So I entered e-correspondence with EZ’s Roger Reijngoud which led to my acquiring their
power steering kit for the Traction. (It cost around $2000 landed and was ordered noting
that my car was Slough-built, RHD and converted to 12v negative earth).
I mentioned what I was buying to a friend of mine who is into model railways and builds
his own kit locomotives etc. He said simply that on his experience, if it was Dutch design
and manufacture, it will be well engineered and it will work. He was quite right on both counts.
The unit came complete with all necessary bits and pieces, (including a new steeringwheel nut and Woodruff-style key. I had opted for the upper steering column tube to be in
polished stainless steel as a replacement for the old chrome-plated tube) and according to
the Company’s 5-page installation manual, it was a straightforward installation. Certainly,
fitting the EZ unit is not technically difficult – well within the capacity of most “do-ityourselfers” - but it did prove to be a bit fiddly and sometimes frustrating. Not quite as
straightforward as the manual suggested – although if my car was the French model as
featured in the manual, with a simple little instrument cluster - things would have been
easier, as there would have been a bit more room and less congested wiring behind the
dash.
No special equipment is necessary, but I would advise those thinking of installing the EZ
unit, to ensure they have a good set of mid-range metric spanners (including ring and
tube) and sockets, with extension bars and a fine-movement ratchet. A power drill with a
range of bits says 4mm up to 12mm diameter. An extension lead and work-light. A small
arc-welder is also needed, (preferably a TIG unit), as well as a hacksaw and a good stock
of various nuts, set-screws, washers and split-pins (as invariably you lose some and/or
you decide to replace some). You should also have a set of metric taps and die-nuts for
cleaning-up threads to make them finger-run, covering the sizes: 6mm x 1.0, 7mm x 1.0,
8mm x 1.25, 10mm x 1.5 and 12mm x 1.75 (for the track-rod ball-joint stems). You will also
need a ball-joint separator (lever-and-screw type works well), Allen keys and a large Torx
key to match the Torx set-screws on the motor unit.
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It is important not to get anxious about setting a deadline for completing the project. Just
take your time and work through it task by task, setting a daily goal. As I recall, I tackled
the project in the following sequence and it went well.
Day 1
 Put the front wheels up on garage ramps (as per local auto shop), ensuring the
wheels were ‘straight ahead’
 Remove battery
 Remove steering-wheel
As the unit takes up a good deal of room under/behind the dash, and is awkward to
manoeuvre, it may be necessary to remove the dash and instrument cluster to give good
access.
 This will do for Day 1.
As I was not happy about cutting and welding the old steering-shaft in-situ, (awkward,
overhead positional welding is not the best option, as the integrity of the weld can be
compromised) and I wanted to check the steering rack and renew the rubber gaiters
anyway, I decided to remove the steering gear completely. It is not difficult, but a bit
demanding for just one person, as the rack is a bit heavy and cumbersome.
Day 2
 Remove split pins and nuts and disengage track-rod ball joints (temporarily jack up
and remove adjacent road wheel in turn, to improve access). Note that the ball-joint
extractor will likely damage the old grease cups. Don’t worry, they are not all that
good anyway, and a steering specialist will have better, rubber grease boots as
replacements). Swing the track rods up out of the way and tie them to the rack,
using string or large cable ties.
 Undo and remove steering gear.
 This will do for Day 2.
Day 3
 Clean the scunge off, give it a hand paint and do what work you had planned (eg.
fit new gaiters, check condition of gear. Working on the steering gear is not
especially daunting, and special tools are not really necessary, given today’s
plethora of hand tools, although a good strap wrench is handy.
 This will do for Day 3.
Day 4
 Unpack the EZ unit on the bench and temporarily fit the splined coupling to the
motor output
 Measure the distance from the threaded end of the new steering-shaft down to the
bottom-end end of the coupling, and then subtract 70mm (to allow for the old shaft
to go up into the coupling). This dimension is the length to cut off the old shaft.
Mark the old shaft accordingly.
 Also mark the position of the steering-wheel keyway with a line, using a felt-tipped
pen, to later check the position of the steering wheel.
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Summoning all your courage, cut the old shaft.
Go inside and have a brandy to calm the nerves.
With a file, give the old shaft a clean-up in the area that is to be welded, bringing up
shiny metal for the weld.
 This will do for Day 4.

Day 5
 Remove the new, splined coupling from the power unit kit.
 It is important to determine whether-or-not the shaft and the new coupling are of
different steels (mine were). A simple spark test will help. Just lightly touch each
respective weld surface with an angle-grinder and observe the colour of the sparks.
If different, then strategic welding is required.
 It is critical that the new coupling and the steering shaft be perfectly aligned axially
and as the coupling counter-bore has about 1mm slop over the shaft, the shaft end
should be neatly wrapped with a shim (steel or brass), such that the coupling is a
tap-on fit. The shim needs to be for almost the full depth of the hole in the coupling
(70mm). When it is clear that the alignment is good, welding can proceed.
 This will do for Day 5.
Day 6
 If the old shaft and coupling are of differing steels, care should be taken to use a
welding system that prevents the weld from cracking (which is a real risk).
Recommend the use of a TIG welder (Tungsten Inert Gas), using a 309 SS filler rod –
or similar system. This gives a strong and stable weld of very neat appearance.
Ensure there is no undercut to the shaft. Suggest that the rack be held up high with
the shaft and coupling resting down on the bench to allow a down-hand weld.
Make sure the welder does not earth through the rack body, but directly on to the
shaft, otherwise bearings and slide surfaces could be arc-damaged. (An ordinary
arc-welder with low-temperature SS electrodes, will also give a good weld).

Suggest two 4mm roll-pins be added as a belt-and-braces safety measure. Drill two
4mm holes through the coupling at suitable spacing and at 90 degrees. Tap in the
roll-pins and grind off excess.
 This will do for Day 6.
Day 7
 Re-install the steering gear
 Lower the new EZ steering tube down over the steering shaft, far enough to leave
the new coupling projecting clear. Leave the tube in this position for the moment.
 Fit the steering wheel temporarily (wheel-nut not necessary), then offer - I love that
phrase - the new EZ power unit up under the dash, with the motor lying
horizontally to the right (away from the handbrake - although it can hang in any
position for the time being), ensuring the support bracket studs go into their holes
under the dash but the splined motor shaft is not yet into the coupling. Do the
support bracket nuts up finger tight
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Whilst supporting the power steering motor, turn the steering wheel to ‘straight
ahead’ and with the motor still in the ‘right horizontal’ position, push the whole
assembly down until the splined shaft from the motor engages the coupling.
 Check that all is well and tighten the coupling bolt.
 This will do for Day 7
Day 8
 With the track rods tied out of the way, gently turn the steering wheel from side to
side, to ensure the tube support bracket “settles” to a true axial alignment then
secure the bracket without moving it.
 Remove the socket-head set-screws on the motor adjacent the coupling and slide the
lower steering tube up to the motor, turning it to get the screw-holes in the flange to
line up. Replace the set-screws finger-tight (space is tight)
 Ensure the EZ motor is still in the right horizontal position and fit the EZ anchorbracket (to stop the unit from counter-rotating when in use), noting that this bracket
will probably need modification by re-bending to improve line-up and a cleat
welded to it for better bolting the anchor to the bulk-head shelf up-turn. Suggest a
piece of flat steel be bolted-in behind the up-turn, to provide a strong draw-up for
the anchor bolts. Suitable steels are euphemistically sold at Bunnings (and
elsewhere) as “mending bars”. Do the anchor bolts up tight.
 Remove one of the set-screws securing the lower tube (flange) to the motor body,
and make a second (special) anchor-bracket to pick up this flange screw and the
bulk-head up-turn. This may be a bit fiddly due to lack of space. Fit the bracket and
tighten off all set-screws.
NOTE – use new set-screws of increased length to make up for the length lost by
the thickness of the anchor-brackets. Make sure the anchor brackets ‘slide’ into
position without any gaps or play, such that when tightened, there is no relative
draw-up movement of the new power unit.
 Tighten the bolts securing the bush housing plates to the floor.
 This will do for Day 8
Day 9
 We are now well into the home straight.
 Fit new grease cups to the track-rod ball-joint pegs and refit the track rods, ensuring
new split-pins are fitted.
 Mount the EZ computer box in a suitable place (suggest the wall of the batterycompartment under the dash), together with its fuse.
 Install the EZ rheostat controller (suggest under the traffic-indicator switch. The
Legs of the controller bracket should be shortened and bent 90o, drilled and boltedup under the dash frame. NOTE – depending on the lie you wish the controller
wiring to take, there is a need to drill a dimple in the back of the controller-plate, to
locate the rheostat tag and stop the whole unit from turning with the knob.
 Couple all motor wiring to the computer and rheostat (everything is shape-matched
and all wires are colour-coded and tagged, so nothing to worry about), and join the
thin red (15 amp) activating wire into the ignition switch. Suggest an in-line fuse be
included.
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Feed the heavy (red) power wire out though a suitable grommeted hole in the firewall and connect it to the battery positive pole (or other suitable high-amperage
power take-off).
 This will do for Day 9



Day 10
 Re-install the instrument cluster (don’t forget the speedo drive cable) and
dashboard.
 Re-fit the steering wheel and connect the headlight switch.
 Re-connect the indicator switch.
 Re-install the battery and connect it up, also the choke and advance cables.
 Prime the carburettor, pull out the choke and turn the ignition on – a muted “click”
should be heard from the EZ motor. Drive the vehicle back off the ramps
 Have another brandy to calm the nerves from the excitement!
 Drive around the block with a broad grin because - PROJECT COMPLETED!!!!
 This will certainly do for Day 10!
So was it all worth it? Absolutely; the steering is light and city driving is much more
pleasant. I am even happy to try a kerbside, Reverse Park! Depending on the level of
control dialled up, the effort now required to turn the steering wheel is approximately
one-ninth of that required when un-powered. The power unit is totally silent in operation
and there is no lag or sense of electro-mechanical operation when moving the steering
wheel. It is just like driving a modern car. The EZ unit is fail-safe. If the motor or electrics
should ever fail whilst motoring along, the steering simply reverts to “heavy.”
I can now say my treasured car really is a “Light 15”. If I can be of any help to those toying
with, or installing, the EZ unit – just ask.

Tim Waters – Hobart.
E-mail: waterstim@bigpond.com
Ph. 03-6225 3480
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EZ Electric Power Steering Unit
Pic 1:
The only noticeable give-away that the
car has a power-steering unit installed is
the smaller controller dial and knob
under the indicator switch.

Pic 2:
The power unit installed, showing the
modified fixing bracket and draw-up
plate (behind the up-turn).

Pic 3:
Installation showing the additional
bracket made to anchor the power unit
at the new steering-column flange. The
power computer is shown mounted on
the firewall (behind the battery).
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Believe it – or not!

Woman wakes from car
crash with 'French accent'
WHEN a Tasmanian woman was involved in a
serious car accident, it changed her life in a way
she could never have imagined.
Eight years ago, Leanne Rowe woke up in Melbourne’s Austin Hospital with a broken back and
jaw after being involved in a serious accident, ABC News reports.
“Slowly, as my jaw started to heal, they said that I was slurring my words because I was on very
powerful tablets,” she told the ABC. But the slurring turned into a French accent, and it’s stayed
with her ever since.
Ms Rowe had studied French at school but had never been to France and didn’t have any French
friends. Family doctor Robert Newton believes Ms Rowe suffers from the extremely rare Foreign
Accent Syndrome. And while many may envy her newfound ability, Ms Rowe says her new lifelong condition has left her feeling anxious and depressed.
Before the car crash, Ms Rowe was a bus driver and a member of the Army Reserve. She now
describes herself as a recluse. “It makes me so angry because I am Australian. I am not French,
[though] I do not have anything against the French people.”
Dr Newton says there have only been 62 cases of Foreign Accent Syndrome recorded worldwide
in the last 70 years. Tamworth woman Judi Green is another Australian who developed a French
accent after a life-threatening incident. Ms Green developed the syndrome after suffering a stroke
in her 30s.
The University of Sydney’s Karen Croot told the ABC the condition occurs when tissue in the
speech area of the brain is damaged. But she says sufferers don’t actually speak with a foreign
accent, it just sounds like it to the listener.
Source: http://www.news.com.au/national-news/woman-wakes-from-car-crash-with-frenchaccent/story-fncynjr2-1226665005509#ixzz2f9EVjuN3
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FOR SALE

Peugeot 403
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
Peugeot 404
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

Grill, 1964, near new
Body strips, stainless steel
Sill Strips stainless steel
Alloy windscreen trim
Owners Handbook
Roof rack ex 1968 London-Sydney Marathon car
Grill & Bonnet strip
Sill strips
Hub caps
Dash pad & chrome trim
Dash Instruments
New black front seat cushion, vinyl
Rear stainless bumper bar

FOR SALE: 1961 Renault Fregate Cabriolet by Chapron
Advertised online at: www.prewarcar.com, LOCATION: France – HOW MUCH? Price on Application!

BACKGROUND:
Renault’s success with the 4CV post WW2 motivated ‘Project 110;’ Renault’s a search for a car to
widen their product line. A particularly inventive version of the (above) Fregate was the
Transfluide with an automatic transmission, popular in America, although the Transfluide wasn’t
fully automatic. Its hydraulic clutch & 3 speed gearbox was used for “City-road, Mountain and
Exceptional! “ (Source: http://en.renaultclassic.com/the-renault-car-collection/democratization-of-themotor-car/renault-fregate-2/)
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Renault 4 ‘makes it’ as ‘Pope mobile’
Pope Francis to drive his own ‘Pope mobile’ inside
Vatican City.

By Philip Pullella
VATICAN CITY, Thu Sept 12, 2013 9.15.EDT

(Reuters) Pope Francis plans to drive around Vatican City at the
wheel of a “pope mobile” that is a lot like him: frugal, clad in white
and with a fair bit of mileage.
The 1984 Renault 4 economic car with 300,000 kms (186,000 miles) on the clock was given to him
by a 70 year old priest from northern Italy, Father Renzo Zocca, who took the pope for a spin
inside the walls of the tiny city state.
“I think the pope will drive it a bit himself inside the Vatican.” The Holy See’s deputy spokesman,
Father Ciro Benedettini said on Thursday.
After the pope appealed to priests several months ago not to drive expensive cars but to save
money and give it to the poor, Zocca wrote him a letter saying he had used the same car for
decades and wanted to give it to the pope as a symbolic gift.
He brought it last weekend, along with some of his parishioners, to the Vatican, where the pope
told him he knew how to drive it because he had had a Renault 4 in Argentina.
The pope, 76, then got in and drove it, Zocca told the Italian Catholic magazine Famiglia Cristiana
(Christian Family).
Francis, who as a cardinal in Buenos Aires, travelled by subway, has shown a predilection for
simple means of transport even after his election in March as the first non-European pope in 1,300
years.
On the night of his election, he shunned the bulletproof papal Mercedes limousine and rode in a
minibus with the cardinals who had chosen him to lead the Roman Catholic Church. During his
trip to Brazil in July he was driven around Rio de Janeiro in a small silver Fiat at his own request,
and when he visited a refugee centre in Rome on Tuesday, he used a Ford Focus from the
Vatican’s car pool.
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Francis has shunned the spacious and luxurious papal apartments used by his predecessors, and
opted to live in a small suite in a Vatican guesthouse. And while Francis will likely never need
them in Rome, which is hit by serious snow only about once every 25 years, Zocca’s snow tires are
still in the trunk. “You never know.” He told Famiglia Cristiana.
(Source: http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/09/12/us-pope-car-idUSBRE98B0KI20130912 )

Why the new 308 is not the Peugeot 309
By Glenn Brooks | 28 August 2013

The new 308 defies Peugeot convention by retaining the number of the previous model. This is
part of a new system whereby all future mainstream models will use three digits ending with an
eight.

There will be no need for existing crossovers and SUVs to change names when it comes time to
replace them. Their four digits ending with an eight will remain (i.e. 3008, 5008). However, if there
are replacements for the 207 CC and 807, these will be the 208 CC and 808. Likewise, next year's
107 successor will be the 108, and the existing 208 will be replaced by a model of the same name.
Cars designed especially for mostly lower income markets - the 301 being the obvious one - will
continue to be distinguished by the three numbers ending in a one.
Peugeot is yet to explain what name will be used for an RCZ successor or the replacements for its
light commercials and van-based MPVs such as the Peugeot Bippee Tepee and Partner Tepee. Due
to its low sales, no follow up to the Mitsubishi-supplied iOn electric car is expected.
(Source: http://www.just-auto.com/comment/why-the-new-308-is-not-the-peugeot309_id137546.aspx)
Article forwarded by Noel Addison.
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Bon Appétit!
Here’s another recipe from
Deirdre Wise verified as delicious
by those at a recent club event (not just me)!

Gingerbread Cake
Ingredients
4 oz butter
2 oz soft brown sugar
6 oz treacle
2 oz golden syrup
¼ pint milk
2 eggs, beaten
8 oz plain flour
2 teaspoons ground ginger
1 teaspoon mixed spice
1 teaspoon bi-carb soda
Optional extra - ½ cup finely chopped crystallised ginger

METHOD:
Preheat oven to 150C and grease and line an 8” square deep cake pan.
Put butter, sugar, treacle and golden syrup into large saucepan, and stir over low heat until butter
has melted.
If using crystallized ginger, add, then remove from heat and add milk.
Allow to cool for a few minutes then blend in beaten eggs.
Sift dry ingredients and add to butter mixture, stirring briskly to combine. Do not beat.
Pour into prepared pan and bake for approx 1 hour 15 minutes or until a skewer comes out clean.
Reduce oven temperature a little if it browns too quickly.
Cool in the tin, then store in airtight container for at least one day before cutting.

Enjoy!
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Minutes
The French Car Club of Tasmania Inc.
Annual General Meeting (AGM)
Saturday, 9th September, 2013
Held at Kate’s Berry Farm, Swansea, Tas.
1.
Welcome and Apologies
The meeting was called to order by Colin Fuller, President at 11.15 a.m. who welcomed attendees and apologies were
made for; Wayne & Christine Stevens, Alex and Karolina Damen, Rhonda Mortimer, Mareea Sutherland, Don & Jan Willing,
Noel & Marijke Addison, John & Dot Knibbe, Bruce Chetwynd & Birgit Kruse.
In attendance:
Colin Fuller, Damien & Lisa Febey, Trevor & Deirdre Wise, Rip Shield, Mike and Evelyn McNeair, Lawrie Rhodes, Ray & Jeanette
Ware, Gerry & Wendy Mullock, Georgie Addison, Peter Davson-Galle.
2.
Approval of Minutes
The minutes of the previous AGM held in August, 2012, at Lake Leake Inn, Lake Leake were presented. Approval of minutes
was moved by Mike McNeair, seconded by Trevor Wise.
3.

Reports;

3.1
Presidents’ Report
Colin Fuller reported on numerous successful events held during the year again which shows there is continued interest in the
club. He called for suggestions for events or locations to travel to. He announced how happy he was that renewed connections
have been forged between FCCT & CCCT after the Bastille Day Display & Dinner & then a joint event (one of many, he hopes)
at Miena recently. Colin thanked the Vice President; (Trevor Wise) for his diplomacy facilitating renewed relations with CCCT.
He thanked Treasurer and Secretary (Damien and Lisa Febey) for their hard work again this year and the committee who make
the strong and vibrant club more possible. He reminded those present about articles or material for the club newsletter; The
Rampant Frog.
The Presidents report was moved; Damien Febey and seconded by Evelyn McNeair.
3.2
Vice President’s Report
Trevor thanked committee for co-coordinating with CCCT and producing a most convivial Bastille Day Display and Dinner this
year. He thanked Shannon’s for their continued annual support providing trophies. New members; Anne & Randall Grey
attended, who overcame challenges to display their unique 1920 Le Zebre. Trevor said maintenance of good connections with
affiliated clubs & organisations is vital for the wellbeing & future of the club. He has struck a reciprocal relationship with the
Renault Dealers in Hobart who are willing to support the newsletter with advertising in exchange for our support at new car
releases.
Trevor announced PCCV’s French Car Festival; 20th October and also 4CV Register recently held a successful Renault Muster at
Easter at Junee, NSW. These events are of interest to club members wishing to attend, but also delay FCCT’s plans to hold a
large national event. National Auto Museum in Launceston has French Car Display from October to December that includes an
R8 Gordini and a Delage and suggested a club event to attend. Trevor thanked Peter Davson-Galle for his offer to assist.
Trevor thanked Colin for continuing updates of FCCT’s Facebook page and also Georgie Addison for organizing a new supply of
club business cards that are now readily available, asking members to please use freely.
3.3
Treasurer’s Report
Damien reported club’s healthy financial position this year is due to newsletters being sent electronically, cancellation of club
mobile and alignment to March membership payment dates. The balance of the club’s account stands at $3714.92 as at 30th June
2013, an increase of $757.61 or 26 percent up on last year’s balance of $2957.31. Damien moved the accounts be passed and
this was seconded by Rip Shield.

3.4
Membership Secretary’s Report
Damien reported club membership stands at 62; an increase of 1 as of 30th June, 2013. Peter Davson-Galle raised issue of
contacting drifting members. Damien noted where possible he would contact lapsed members.
3.5

Secretary & Newsletter Editor’s Report
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Lisa said FCCT received invitations for Shannon’s three car displays over the coming months; All Japanese Display, 28th Sept; Car
& Bike Display, 20th October; Breast Cancer Display, 26th October. There is also a Super Sprint event at Baskerville 26 & 7 th
October, 2013. The rest of the year is busy with these events, so it is unlikely FCCT will be able to hold many events before
Xmas.
Unfortunately next club newsletter is already overdue, & publishing will be even later due to personal commitments. The
newsletter is always looking for new material, personal stories & these are gratefully received. Peter Davson-Galle suggested
contacting other club’s editors for technical articles, such as Frank Wicks of 4CV Register. Colin suggested also recycling large
resource of technical articles written by Noel Addison in previous issues of TRF.
General Business
4.1
10th Anniversary of FCCT
Damien observed the club is in it’s10th year since it changed from being the Peugeot Car Club of Tasmania to the French Car
Club of Tasmania (January, 2004). Club members thought perhaps something be done to celebrate this milestone.
4.2.1 Events
Lisa to contact Bertrand Cadart regarding his offer that FCCT be involved in the next France to Freycinet Festival (2014). Club
members agreed the location of Memorial Run scheduled for October be at Brickendon. (This has now changed to a car run to
Strathgordon & lunch at the Chalet during summer. Gerry offered to contact a friend who may be able to provide a tour of a
power station.
4.2.2 Perpetual Trophies & Sporting Events
New trophies are still being organized that will carry names of last year’s & this year’s winners. Sporting trophies are not being
awarded as the club hasn’t been able to offer any events for the last couple of years. The club discussed the feasibility of offering
events despite past lack of interest. Because of this, it was considered sporting insurance costs were an unnecessary cost.
However, a suggestion was made FCCT upgrade its CAMS membership to be able to offer individuals 2 levels of club
membership; one that includes public liability insurance cover (standard club membership) and another higher rate that includes
CAMS insurance for those interested in either sporting events organized by FCCT or those organized by another affiliated club.
4.2.3 National Event.
As mentioned, various interstate clubs have organized national French car events to be held soon & next year. Members
discussed careful timing for the event that will require a long lead time, appointing an organizing committee and checking if
Government assistance can be obtained. 4CV Register members are not interested in coming to Tasmania as trailer costs are
prohibitive and no financial assistance is granted on the Ferry. Colin proposed contacting Bauke to enquire about the date of the
next Cit-In.
4.2.4 Wogs n Frog
Colin has had great success this year getting interest & agreement from ICE & CCCT to run Wogs n Frogs again. It is to be
held on Saturday 9th November. Mike and Evelyn McNeair volunteered to organize a sausage sizzle on the day. Georgie
Addison is to contact Launceston City Council to enquire if Royal Park is available. Georgie is to contact CAMS to arrange
insurance for the day and see if the event can be added to the CAMS website calendar. Trophies will be awarded for the best
displayed on the day.

5 Election of Office Bearers
The Committee stepped aside and Mike McNeair declared the current positions vacant and called for nominations for office
bearers and a committee for 2013.
5.1
Appointments
The following nominations were appointed;
President

Colin Fuller nominated by Trevor Wise and passed.

Vice President

Trevor Wise nominated by Damien Febey and passed.

Secretary

Lisa Febey nominated by Evelyn McNeair and passed.

Treasurer

Damien Febey nominated by Colin Fuller and passed.
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Magazine Editor

Lisa Febey nominated by Georgie Addison and passed.

Membership Secretary

Damien Febey nominated by Georgie Addison and passed.

One new Committee member; Peter Davson-Galle nominated by Trevor Wise and passed and Bruce Chetwynd, Christine &
Wayne Stevens to be confirmed.
Public Officer

Derek Haig nominated by Damien Febey and passed.

Auditor

Phillip Sloane nominated by Damien Febey and passed.

Director of Sporting

Georgie Addison nominated by Trevor Wise and passed.

Merchandising Officer

Christine Stevens nominated by Lisa Febey and passed.

Public Relations Officer

Trevor Wise nominated by Damien Febey and passed.

There was no further business.
The meeting Closed at 12.45 p.m.

President’s Report
10 Annual General Meeting
Of the French Car Club of Tasmania Inc
2013
th

We have had another successful year with lots different events ranging from the Taste of the Huon
weekend to just gathering for lunch. The committee is still looking for ideas for events to run and
also interesting drives and places to visit.
We have had good attendances at most of our events again this year which shows there is still a
strong interest in French cars and the FCCT.
It is good to see that we have finally sorted out the differences between the FCCT and the CCCT.
We had our first joint event in many years at Miena, which was attend well by both clubs. We are
planning to do many more joint events with the CCCT in the coming 12 months. I would like to
thank Trevor for his diplomatic discussions earlier in the year with members of the CCCT and also
everyone who attended the Bastille Day dinner which helped the cause.
I would like to thank all the committee members for their hard work and support over the past 12
months. Without you this club would not be as strong as it is today.
So as I said last year, remember this is your FCCT and you will only get out what you put in.
Colin Fuller
President
French Car Club of TAS Inc
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Treasurer’s Report
10th Annual General Meeting
Of the French Car Club of Tasmania Inc
2013
The balance of the Club’s account stood at $3,714.92 at 30 June 2013, an increase of $757.61, or 26
per cent up on last year’s balance of $2,957.31.
This increase has returned the club’s balance to a healthy position.
Membership subscriptions were higher this year despite a relatively stable membership. The
increase is due to a number of factors such as overdue payments from the previous financial year
paid this year, and the transition to a common renewal date that has seen some proportion of
membership renewals paid in advance. However, this will return to normal next year once the
new payment cycle fully settles in.
Cost savings enabled the club’s financial position to improve, such as the move to an electronic
newsletter initiated last year, which had a full impact this year. Also, the club mobile phone
account was cancelled as other means of communication, at no cost, seem to be meeting our needs.
In previous years annual membership subscriptions have increased broadly in line with the CPI.
However, given that inflation is currently very low, and the healthy position of the club’s
accounts, no increase in membership fees is considered necessary for next financial year. Thus, it is
recommended that family membership remains at $55, and individual membership $49. The
current $10 discount for pensioners and full time students will still apply.

Damien Febey
Treasurer
French Car Club of Tasmania Inc.
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